


At blueseventy we know a thing or two about swimming. 
Swimmers wearing our suits have competed at every major 
global championships; making finals, breaking records and 
inspiring us to redefine our own standards.

blueseventy has been proudly swimming in open waters for 
over twenty years. In 2008 we moved our passion to the pool 
and in turn changed what people could expect from 
their swimwear. 

Since then we’ve worked with athletes, coaches and 
scientists across the globe to ensure our products are on the 
cutting edge of technology, whilst staying within regulatory 
limits. From the most prestigious races in the world to local 
age group meets, we are proud to help swimmers achieve their 
goals and realize their dreams.
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TECH SUITS



Just like swimmers spend years in the pool preparing for seconds 
of perfection, we have obsessed about the nero r10. Unique, 
specially developed fabrics, combined with ground-breaking 
technology has produced our fastest and most compressive 
elite suit. 

The innovative double-layered and panelled design promotes a 
neutral body position, which reduces drag, helps lift the legs up, 
reduces energy expenditure and increases distance per stroke. It 
takes inspiration from some of the highest performing sporting 
garments in the world. The r10 is first performance swimsuit to 
feature copper microfibers, giving it strength, as well as helping 
you to perform and recover more quickly.

• Flexible side panels aid fitting and comfort.
• Welded streamline seams keep you reaching forwards.
• Unique & highly hydrophobic swim specific copper fabric.
• Double layered leg panels to increase power and reduce drag.
• Advanced power back kneeskin design & mid waist fitting 3D circular jammer.

FINA approved
Avaialble in Midnight (shown here), Aqua and Electric Purple. 



Copper microfibres
unique copper infused 
fabric to aid performance 
& recovery

Welded streamline seams 
aiding forward reach

3D mid-waist design 
promotes neutral body position

Flexible side panels
to aid fitng and comfort

Double-layered
paneled design promotes 
neutral body position, reduces 
energy expenditure & increases 
distance per stroke 

Power back kneeskin design
covering & compressing greater area 
of the back to reduce fricton

Double-layered leg panels
dramatically increases leg compression 
reducing drag and lifting the 
lower limbs

Custom grippers
lock the suit in place comfortably


